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The Belly Buzz

A Quarterly Newsletter"

Fall 2009

Raks in Paradise

Official Raks Dictionary

The Taboo Tattoo

Adventures of Iman

Rak’n Halloween

Event Calendar

Drinking, Dancing,
Horseback riding and
Eating..... Raks A’Diva
troupe members enjoyed
an amazing trip to
Disneyland and then
onto the Cruise Ship for
an adventure to Baja.

Looking for the right
word to describe an
extremely slow walk, or
the perfect saying to
deflect a tense
situation? Learn the
secret language of the
Rak’ers.

There are a lot of
negative perceptions
about tattoos -especially in the
heartland of this
country where I was
raised. !

The 6' bellydancer
proceeds to show off her
shimmys for 4 minutes,
as I tried to keep the
sweat on my face from
splashing on the
customers.

Picture Gallery of our
Rak’n Halloween

So much to do in so
little time... a calendar
for dancers.
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Raks Win
2nd Place
Sans Music
The troupe and several soloists from
BellyDance performed at the 16th Annual
North Valley Belly Dance Competition in
Oroville, California. Rafiqua did a beautiful
and flawless solo performance in the
intermediate category, and commanded the
stage with her Cleopatra-inspired solo.
Tabitha & Salena did an exceptional job and
absolutely wowed the audience. Raks A'Diva
placed 2nd Place in the troupe category at the
16th Annual North Valley Belly Dance
Competition in Oroville, California.
The troupe category was extremely
competitive, and included two nationally
recognized award winning troupes (Ooh La
La placed 3rd and Jaouahir Tahoe did not
place). The competition was held in a large
theatre in Oroville that was extremely well
organized --with one big problem. The bass
speaker blew up early in the competition,
leaving out the bass in everyone's music.
We noticed that our Wing music was a bit
muddled, but we had no problem through that
www.raksadiva.com
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When we left the stage, we were really
devastated because we felt that we had no
way in the world that we are going to place.
Other dancers music was muddled, but no
other troupe had to dance under as extreme of
music situation as we did with our drum. So,
we were delighted and thrilled to win 2nd in
spite of everything.

Scores:
Raks A’Diva places 2nd at the 16th Annual
North Valley Belly Dance Competition in
Oroville, California.

portion of our music. However, we knew we
were in for a challenge for our drum, as most
of the music comes from the bass speaker.
Our drum music began, and Rafiqua muttered
"Wow", and I heard a guarded chuckles from
other Raks members --basically, we had no
music to dance our precision drum to.
Periodically, we would catch a note or a beat
and just kept moving through it. Luckily, our
El Morocco performances had prepared us
well, because we had learned to be able to
watch each other and dance even when music
cut out.
One of our favorite parts of the
drum is at the very end when we all throw out
our right hips for a dramatic pop --right at that
moment our music came on full force and we
were right on the beat at that exact moment.
The audience cheered for us right at that
moment....was amazing.

http://tribes.tribe.net/raksadiva
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Appearance & Costuming 10, 9, 9
Choreography & Music
9, 10, 8
Precision Dancing
8, 8, 9
Professionalism
8, 10, 9
A judge added "you pulled it off in spite of
music !"
Carolee Tamori, organizer of North Valley,
wrote to all the dancers, " I want to
apologize for the poor quality of the sound
system at the State Theater.
This is the first year I have experienced sound
problems -I guess I was over-due. The bass
speaker was blown, so the bass in
everybody’s music was missing. This was
really a big deal for the groups. However, I
was very impressed with the professional
manner in which all of the dancers handled
the situation. I want to thank all of the
dancers for being a joy to watch and helping
to make the competition a success."

bellydc@sbcglobal.net !
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Raks A’Diva In Paradise
Raks A’Diva member escaped to Baja, Mexico for a fun-filled adventure aboard the
Carnival Cruise Ship Paradise
Rak’n In Disneyland

Rafting Around Catalina

Horsing Around Ensenada

Standing outside the
entry of Disneyland,
and turning the corner
onto Main Streets,
kinda reminds me of
how everyone behaves
when they just start out
in troupe. !Everyone is
happy to be there, lots
of discussion, lots of
turning in circles, no
clear planning, finally
you get forward
movement at a very,
very slow pace.

Departure of the
Carnival cruise ship to
raft around the
Catalina Islands with
only a few of our Raks
ship mates, was a little
disheartening.!
However, off I went
following along Iman
and Isis, intellectual,
well planned and
seemingly secure in
their thoughts of the
day.! Why were my
thoughts so scattered?!
Then, it dawned on me,
yes, that was it…I
wanted VERY much to
see wild dolphins that
day.!

On Wednesday, we
landed in Empinada !
and set out on an all
Raks riding adventure. !!
We journeyed along the
coast high above
Empelima to a lovely
riding stable..... the
wranglers eyed us up as
they tried to determine
what horse best fit the
riders. !

(continued page 3)

(continued page 5)

I Became a Raks Mascot

A!chance to spend time
with!Iman is!a time
for!friendship and FUN.
When my beloved 6
year younger sister
invited me to join her
on the!Baja Cruise, I
knew I'd!get to
experience!Cindy as
"Iman"!and!finally get
a chance to meet!her
friends.! But could I
keep up with these
fabled Raks A' Diva
dancers?!

Miracle Weight Loss Cruise

“Utter indulgence and
mad cap fun ”, reported
Raks A’Diva cruise
mascot Isis.!! This
article is dedicated to
an accurate portrayal
of the eating and
drinking excesses and
sleep deprivation of
just one Raks A’Diva
member.!

(continued page 7)

(continued page 6)

(continued page 4)
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Rak’n and Roll’n at Disneyland

(Continued from Page 2)

could handle their fur costumes in 95
degree weather. We ran up the Swiss
Our first twenty minutes in the Magic
Family Robinson treehouse, went on the
Kingdom consisted of bathroom breaks,
Indiana Jones Adventure 2x, hung out in the
taking on water, glancing at stores --this, of
Tiki room trying to figure out bellydance
course, made me utterly crazy as the first
We slauntered onto Pirates of the Caribbean moves we could do to 'tweets'.
hour at Disneyland is critical to maximizing --relieving memories of childhood-- and
your experience. I shifted into action
Zamon was determined to find the wild Tiki
imagined what it would be like to actually
mode, explained the logic of experiencing eat at the restaurant that overlooks the ride
drumming music so she could incorporate
Disneyland in a 'counter clockwise' matter, --we'll dreams do come true (we had lunch into a future choreography. We rubbed a
and hustled the group to Tomorrow Land at there too). We encountered our first big
few lamps, tossed back a few hot fudge
a fairly fast paced slaunter.
sundaes, watched an Elvis impersonator -45 minute line at Splash mountain, and we
used our time to try to remember the names and stopped in the ladies room about 20
We were able to walk right onto Star Wars
of the seven dwarfs -- no matter how much times. We poked about in a bunch of
and Space Mountain without any lines.
stores --wishing that the really funny kids
we tried we couldn't remember them all.
The group nodded approvingly as we kept
T-Shirts came in adult sizes. Around
conquering E-ticket rides with few delays.
Things got a little heated between us as we sunset we had dinner overlooking the river
We established a seating pattern on roller
where the Columbia Steamboat
argued over the seventh dwarf......we even
coasters that made most sense -- Isadorah -- involved the poor kids behind us in our
chugged....exhilarated but pooped by all of
with the sensitive stomach --rode behind
our adventures.
argument. We were so insistent to get the
everyone just in case.
answer that the kids got on their mobile
We slauntered out happily, and then realized
phones and called their friends and got
We got knocked about on the Matterhorn,
there was a huge shopping center outside
them on the internet to help us out.
had time to relax in teacup in Fantasyland, Rafiqua was so relieved to have this crazy
the park. We were serenaded by amazing
and even took a moment to set up a
street musicians and enjoyed a beautiful
looniness behind us that she actually gave
reservation for dinner in the park.
evening together....and that was just the first
the kids $10 to buy some ice cream as a
day of our adventure.
thank you. We took in the Parade on Main
street and marveled at how the 'actors'
- Iman
www.raksadiva.com

We were on a Disney roll -- we walked
right onto the Runaway Freight Train,
where I realized that Zamon can actually
scream, laugh and snort simultaneously.

http://tribes.tribe.net/raksadiva
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Rafting Around Catalina Island
— Isadorah

(Continued from Page 2)
We landed from our little ship docked
to the pier of the City of Avalon. I
couldn’t wait to hop on our raft and
start our rafting adventure! But, it was
not time yet. We decided to shop a
while looking for an item for Isis.
After a few visits to some idyllic
shops, Isis found what she was looking
for with the help of her sister Iman.
And now off to our adventure!
We waited in line to board our raft to
begin our tour around the Catalina
Islands. Our sibling guides both
knowledgeable of the Islands and filled
with passion to maintain and preserve
them began our journey for us. The
weather was gorgeous, the water cool.
We learned of the origins and history
of the Islands, as well as the many
issues facing the people who choose to
inhabit the islands; the water, land,
insect infestations, animal control and
the need for survival through tourism.
While learning, we were also enjoying
the rafting. Confident with our guides,
4!

www.raksadiva.com

we enjoyed the feel of the wind and
spray of the water, while looking at the
islands and the Carnival ship as it kept
looking further and further away. Our
guides stopped the boat several times.

Thing One and Thing Two have
amazing full beautiful hair, and they
both have the same haircut, which, in
the wind, on a raft seem to fill the
ENTIRE raft. LOL. It was so much

We were all smiling, sharing a rare moment of bliss in our lives, and
knew we were all giving thanks.
I most remember are taking the time to
look at a majestic eagle on her nest and
the subtle erosion of land within the
Islands that created what the natives
call “the eye”, which looked more like
a dancing Kokopelli to me.
Peaceful and fun, my raft mates
consisted of our two guides, three
couples and Isis, Iman and I. Thing
One (Iman) would jump joyously and
happily from one seat to another, while
Thing Two (Isis) laughed. You see

fun to complain about it that we had
the raft laughing many times through
our adventure! We took pictures of
ships, land, sea and most importantly
ourselves, so that we could hold the
memory of this peaceful trip each time
we held our raft pictures in sight.
Oh…but wait…our guides stopped the
boat and made an announcement. We
had to go back to the Carnival ship!
We would take the time on our return
trip to look for dolphins. My raft

http://tribes.tribe.net/raksadiva
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mates and I looked and looked, and
looked and looked. I know that I felt
the whole raft looking and hoping to
see dolphins and then…a couple stood
up and pointed out to sea…Dolphins!
It didn’t matter that the guides may
have known they were there, it most
mattered to see such beautiful creatures
play and jump and…come so close to
our raft that they engulfed my soul
with excitement so great, trying to
make my digital camera snap pictures
faster was finally the furthest thing
from my mind.
I watched a young pregnant woman
stick her hand in the water, seemingly
above the body of a dolphin, I watched
her guy watching her and then, they
looked at each other and smiled. I felt
tears sting my eyes and I looked
around me at Isis, at Iman, at my raft
mates, and then, at the guides. We
were all smiling, sharing a common
moment for some, a rare moment for
others, but a moment of bliss in our
lives and I knew we were all giving
thanks.

- Isadorah
bellydc@sbcglobal.net
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Horsing Around in Ensenada
“I watched my sister’s white hair turn dishwasher blond --then I realized it
was dung inspired”
— Iman
(Continued from Page 2)

It took about one hour to load
everyone onto the horses.....
Majah, Zamon and Rafiqua
found a place at the beginning
of the horse train.
Unfortunately for Isadorah, Isis
and me, we were at the very
back of the horse train in a giant
dung-laden dust cloud.
The head wrangler flirted
furiously with Isadorah -trotting up behind her, giving
her a wink and cantering off.
This mating ritual was repeated
until they both realized that they
might actually be related --they
were begated from the Alvarez
family in a small Mexican
village.

and stared down at the beautiful
bay around Empaloopa. In the
very back of the line, riding
shotgun, was Isis. An expert
rider, and a wrangler in her
early years, Isis was in perfect

Day Two of our Adventure took us to Encenada for a grand horseback
ride overlooking the beautiful waters of the bay.

harmony with her horse and
environment. The only thing
that I noticed in disarray was
that her hair color had turned
from a lovely gray to a
I chortled to myself, as I gagged dishwater blond --then I
on dust bunnies in my mouth,
realized it was dung inspired.
www.raksadiva.com

The horses slauntered along, but
occasionally trotting became
necessary. Isadorah started to
laugh --it began as a very high
and staccato laugh then plunged

http://tribes.tribe.net/raksadiva

to a deep 'ugh' and then shot
back up again. This sequence
followed the beat of the horses
hooves in the trot......heee-heee,
ugh, heee-heee, ugh, heee-hee,
etc.
tel: 925.937.7852

When I glanced over my
shoulder, Isadorah was shooting
upward out of the saddle --her
hair all akimbo and then just as
quickly getting bashed into the
saddle --her hair nearly
straightening from the g-forces.
This was the music of my ride,
and I loved every minute of it.
I didn't fully appreciate how
challenging it was for Isadorah
as she was given a children's
saddle which is painful for
anyone to use --but she
gracefully handled every
moment.
At the end of the ride, we
enjoyed soy tacos and swished
the grit off our teeth-- and began
our return to Ensalada.

-Iman

bellydc@sbcglobal.net!
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How I Became a Raks Mascot

(Continued from Page 2)

Earlier this year, my daughter and I had
watched Raks A’Diva practice. Their
performance was so wondrous that we did
not see Iman’s dog, Gimley, chew
through Bruce's leash so both could rush
the stage following sustained howling of
their adoration. Raks A’Diva dancers
were awesome performers with incredible
endurance. How could I keep from
slowing them down?
I began training for this event by recording
numerous episodes of Jay Leno and the
Daily Show. Over the next few weeks, by
watching the Leno monologues combined
with John Stewart's witty program in rapid
succession, I strengthened my smiling and
laughing muscles. I engaged in witty email
exchanges with the Raks A' Diva women.
Knowing that my other muscles needed
more stamina, I took on my hiking
club's longest and steepest high altitude
hikes in combination with yoga to increase
flexibility.
Iman coached me on other techniques as
well by urging me to obtain a "Mystic Tan"
by going into a special booth "Commando"
so we wouldn't blind her group with our
6!

www.raksadiva.com

pale skin. Totally mystified, Iman
explained. I got "misted" and experienced
the first tan of my life.

keeping up the next day was an early dinner
and a long sleep. This was a wise
decision. The next morning, the group
created new words for physical
The big day arrived. Alighting from the
conditions experienced by some while Iman
Super Shuttle 2 hours after landing at LAX, and I slept. I marveled at the stamina of
Iman gave me a huge hug. Wonderful!
these women and hoped their slightly
Then I was enfolded into the warm
greenish coloring would fade before the
greetings of Monica, Peggy and Jeanne
ship began swaying as we endured the
while trying to remember which Egyptian
chaos of security screening and
name belonged with which lady. My fellow boarding. Rafiqua led the way across the
"I", Isadorah, soon blessed me with the
boarding ramp to her first ever cruise. We
lovely names of "Majestic" and "Snowy
celebrated the moment.
Egret." Wow! I'd never seen myself that
way. I'd been afraid I'd be seen as "old" and On board, all Raks A'Diva members quickly
" ugly duckling." What a gift. Honored
rallied and began climbing the hundreds of
and touched, I realized that these women's
sets of stairs.
friendships were very powerful forces.
Very powerful.
Within the next few days, we would
celebrate Majah’s birthday, ride the dusty
As we danced the Merengue to the band
trail together and dance till the cows came
next to the bay on our way to the Queen
home. But that is another chapter in the
Mary, I was briefed on recent adventures.
story of these wonderful, funny, strong and
It also became clear that I had totally failed generous women.
to train for the drinking of strange exotic
drinks in quantity and staying awake into
Your honored mascot,
the next morning. Having inherited a
Deb, Isis, Majestic, Snowy Egret
family gene for falling asleep after one
(and Iman’s loving sister ! )
glass of wine, and remembering the lesson
taught on the Isle of Skye involving Bonnie
Prince Charley and the recipe for
Drambuie, I knew that my only hope for

http://tribes.tribe.net/raksadiva
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Miracle Weight Loss
Raks A’Diva Cruise
By Iman

Cozumel
1/2 oz Brandy
1/2 oz Coconut Cream
1/2 oz Pineapple Juice
1/2 oz Blue Caraco
1/2 oz! Light Rum
1/2 oz Vodka
!
Blend really well,!! And don"t drink
and drive.! Served in a coconut
adds to the look.!

I have to report that even with all the
abuse and stomach-stretch carbs, I did
not gain any weight. The secret?
Three (3) hours of non-stop dancing a
night, and absolute refusal to take
elevators –with the exception of a
bathroom emergency.
So, with great
embarrassment, here
is my personal log of
my excesses on the
cruise. (Disclaimer:
my excess
experiences don’t
necessarily match other Raks members
– you’ll have to get the others to fessup.

Cruise Day One
–arrival on ship at 12pm
Exercise: Pulling 50# suitcase on
sidewalk for 1/2 mile to ship. Triceps
have never been as firm. Disco
dancing for 3 hours, and walking all
over the ship.

Lava Flow
1 oz light rum
1 oz Coconut rum
2 oz fresh or frozen strawberries
1 small banana
2 oz pineapple juice
2 oz coconut cream
!
Blend 2 rums and strawberries and
pour into tall glass.! Blend separately
banana, coconut cream and pineapple
juice with crushed ice.! Pour into the
glass with rum and watch swish
around……cool !!!! Must be served
with umbrella for full effect !

www.raksadiva.com

Food: Salads, Pastrami Sandwich,
Chips, Fish & Ice Cream (2x)
Drinks: 3 cups of coffee, a cappuccino
and a Cozumel* (see recipe)
Sleep: 5 hours

Cruise Day Two – Catalina Island

Drinks: 2 cups of coffee, a cappuccino
and TWO –Cozumels, 1 white wine
Sleep: 6 hours

Cruise Day Three – Esplendida
Exercise: Horseback riding for two
hours, walking around a Mexican town
whose name I could never remember.
Food: Ham & cheese omelets, bran
muffin, top of a banana muffin,
eggplant dish, beef, chocolate chip
cookie, fried mozzarella cheese, fish,
warm chocolate cake
Drinks: 2 cups of coffee, decaf
cappuccino, Iced Cappuccino and One
–Cozumel, 1 glass white wine
Sleep: 6 hours

Cruise Day Four – Parked in the
Ocean – a Lazy Day
Exercise: Sitting up and down at least
12x from lounge chair on deck,
bending over a couple of times, lifting
food into mouth, getting a ‘turkey
baste’ massage, Laughing exercises (1
hour), and dancing 2 hours
Food: Veggie Omelet & bran muffin,
slice of mushroom pizza, salad, crab
cake, seafood pasta, 1/3 warm chocolate
cake & baked Alaska
Drinks: 1 cups of coffee, Iced
Cappuccino and One Lava Flow
Sleep: 5 hours

Exercise: Walking all over Catalina
Island, 2.5 hours of dancing, walking
up and down stairs, laughing too hard.
Food: Croissant,
Eggs Benedict,
Chicken Teriyaki,
Stuffed mushrooms
with cheese, lobster
& shrimp with mushroom infused rice,
soufflé with Grand Marnier

http://tribes.tribe.net/raksadiva
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The Taboo Tattoo

Raks A’Diva
Dictionary
Slaunter!
- verb
1. !to walk with ungodly slow
pace to the point of no
discernible forward movement
Erect Penguin
-verb
1. !to raise ones hands into a a
highly erect, penguin-like stance

There are a lot of negative perceptions
about tattoos --especially in the
heartland of this country where I was
raised. Spitting, cussing and tooting
were tolerated without as much as a
raised eyebrow, but if someone walked by
with a tattoo, you would hear in hushed
whispers .... ''she's got a tramp stamp".
I've grown up in fear of getting my ears
pierced --only ladies of the night did this
--and anything tattoo related. At the age
of 24, I finally got my courage up to get
my ears pierced --my mother didn't talk to
me for two weeks. At the age, of 42, I
got coerced to get my bellybutton pierced
--that one hurt --and my mom didn't talk
to me for two months.

Salt the Pit!
-noun
1. !must be used with arm
movements and reserved to
reduce tension, to !deflect and
disarm
Poop and Scoop
-noun
1. precision bellydance
movement used during drum
solo!

“My husband gasped as he realized
that his name was misspelled on my
‘tattoo “

Regurgeria!
-noun
1. !just use your imagination!

8!

www.raksadiva.com
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Well, the last frontier was the tattoo. A
tattoo is the ultimate expression of
oneself, and per Wikipedia represents
"mastery and control over the body in an
age of increasing alienation,"-- and has
been practiced for over 10,000 years.
My husband expressed concern before the
Raks Cruise that I might once again get
coerced into getting a tattoo....and told me
repeatedly, "don't you dare get a tattoo !!"
Well, I was positively giddy when I found
out that I could get a temporary tattoo on
the Cruise. I got all the excitement of a
tattoo without any of the commitment.
The beauty of a temporary tattoo is that it
has a similar appearance without any of
the permanent sacrifice, and it would last
long enough for my husband to see....
All the Raks cruisers gathered around to
watch me get my temporary tattoo,
sipping exotic drinks and burbling words
of encouragement. I finally ended up
selecting a black panther with the words
"B, O, H, B" printed over the top --my
husband's name is Bob. When I got
home, the opportunity presented itself.
My husband gasped, and snorted at my
insanity....as he raged and sputtered, he
took a closer look at my tattoo....I was
bitting my cheeks to keep from laughing
as he tried to pronounce the misspelled
word.
Finally he growled, "you're going to have
a typo on your back the rest of your life."
I finally burst out laughing and came
clean, much to the relief of my terrified
spouse.

tel: 925.937.7852
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THE
ADVENTURES
OF IMAN
An El Morocco
October Night
Set One: !7:15pm !!Full of energy and having a great time
with three little kids who were having a marvelous time
dancing too. !!My favorite memories are the little two year old
boy kept delivering one dollar bills and then somersaulting
back to his dad, and a three year old practicing her snake
arms and spins. !Dancing time: 25 minutes

Set Two: !8:30 !Holy cow, got to dance again because 1 new
couple has come in (and the girl is a bellydancer). !!!I do a new
set, (Zamon joins me for one song) get people up to dance and
complete my set....only to have Fadil come up and ask me to
get the bellydancer up to dance....he turns my music back on
and the 6' bellydancer proceeds to show off her shimmys for 4
minutes, as I tried to keep the sweat on my face from
splashing on the customers. !!!!Dancing time: !28 minutes

Set Three !9:00pm !!Crapitola-khomeini ! !!!!I'm walking out
the door, and Fadil comes up to me and says he has a
problem. !Another bellydancer and boyfriend have come in,
and have demanded to see a set and she will leave if I don't
dance. !After giving me the mournful eye, I ask him if I can
just do three dances. !He says of course, but the bellydancer
overhears and says she wants a full set......anyway, I go to do
my third twirl around the floor -- (note to self: !do not use a
silk veil when you are sweaty --really sticks to you like glue) . !!
A gay couple wave at me that they want to dance, and I pull
up one of the guys and he and I begin waltzing up to the
front, !when the other guy fails in his attempt find my
waistband...... I stop dead in my tracks, and turn around
glaring at the offending male thinking about how to deck him
gracefully in a way that Leea would approve ... in the
meantime the happy Sidi Monsoor music is playing and I've
got to keep dancing. !!!My drum solo begins, and up come
both bellydancers (uninvited) to dance to my drum solo. !
Amazing ! !!Dancing time: !20 minutes
I grumbled to myself all the way home --my hip a quivering
lump of shooting stars. !!I get home and I'm recounting the
tale of the hip diving hand to my husband as I'm pulling off
my wet costume. !My husband says "hold on there", proceeds
to pull a sopping wet bill that was stuck in my underwear,
and holds it up and says "at least it was a ten dollar bill".
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HAPPY HALLOWEEN
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RAKS NIGHTS & DAYS
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Long Beach - Long Mai Tai Night
— Isadorah

The night before the Raks A'diva cruise
proved to be a Long Beach long
Sunday night out for the girls. !We began
our night with a trip to the airport to drop
of a rental car with useless GPS and a wild
taxi ride back to downtown Long Beach
through streets of houses with barred
windows and used auto car lots speeding
toward our destination of the Mai Tai Bar/
Lounge. !Rafiqua, Zamon and I arrived
and stepped out to a night of fun.
We were greeted by multiple T.V.'s, loud
music, wicker chairs, lit torches on the
wall, and a hallway dance floor of maybe
three dancers of a very young crowd. !We
graciously ordered one drink and headed
out on a quest to find dinner.
www.raksadiva.com

To our dismay, restaurants were closing
and after a rejection from the Outback
Steakhouse, we were taken in by PF
Chang's Restaurant/Bar. !As it was a busy
day of a wonderful lunch with Raks
A'diva and Shiska (Rafiqua's brother) and
day at the Long Beach Aquaruim, we
placed our weary behinds behind the bar
and began our Mai Tai and/or other drink
and appetizer frenzy! !
Our bartender was cute, fabulous and fun!
As we shared many jokes and funny
stories the night began to fly by. !A game
was created, drinks flowed, and pictures
were taken.
As some of the night was a blur to this old
gal, let me just share the following: Tennis
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shoes and dresses, stupid fruity
gummybear shots, show me yours and I'll
show you mine, smiley happy photos,
restrooms visited, strange lady, taxi called,
women on a horse, taxi ride back,
regurgeria, pleasant morning surprise for
Isadorah, Rafiqua's hilarious story of our
Long Beach night early Monday morning
over coffee, eggs, orange juice, a priceless
look of astonishment from our Mascot Isis
and a belly dance move created!
I can't stop chuckling to myself even now,
at this very moment, writing these words
down. !Thank you Rafiqua and Zamon for
a rip roaring night in Long Beach! !Yipidee
do dah!
"
"
"
-Isadorah
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Calendar of Events
So much to do in so little time !
October 2008

December 2008

March 2009

June 2009

August 2009

Oct 6
Redwood Coast
Arcata, CA

Dec 6
Leea’s X-mas Party

March 29
Raks Night
El Morocco

Bellydancer USA
Oregon

Raks Night
El Morocco
Restaurant

Dec 7
Raks Spa Day
November 2008
Nov 8 North Valley
Oroville, CA
Nov 16
Leea’s 30th
Anniversary
El Morocco
Restaurant

May 2009
December 28
Raks Night
El Morocco
Restaurant

May 23-25
Bellydancer of the
Year
San Ramon, CA

February 2009

June 19-21
Double Crown
Santa Cruz, CA

July 2009

Sept 2009

July 23-26
Wiggles of the West
Las Vegas, NV

Hips of Fury

Feb 21
Bellydance Universe
Long Beach, CA

Troupe Raks A’Diva
Zamon — Co-Director
Iman — Co-Director
Le’Ana — Dancer
Isadorah —Dancer
Majah — Dancer
Fatinah — Dancer
Special Thanks to :
Rafiqua — 2008 Dancer & Belly Buzz Creator
Shirin — 2006-2008 Dancer
Malika — Founding Co-Director

Booking
Raks A’Diva
www.raksadiva.com
bellydc@sbcglobal.net
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